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ABOUT SOFTWARE AG 

Software AG offers Freedom as a Service. We reimagine integration, spark business 
transformation and enable fast innovation on the Internet of Things so you can pioneer 
differentiating business models. We give you the freedom to connect and integrate any 
technology—from app to edge. We help you free data from silos so it’s shareable, usable 
and powerful –enabling you to make the best decisions and unlock entirely new possibilities 
for growth. To learn more, visit www.softwareag.com. 

© 2019 Software AG. All rights reserved. Software AG and all Software AG products are either trademarks or 

registered trademarks of Software AG. Other product and company names mentioned herein may be the trademarks 

of their respective owners 

  

http://www.softwareag.com/
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Strategic portfolio management is growing in use across companies intent on accelerating their digital transformation. 

With each new release, Software AG’s Alfabet ensures that every stakeholder can effectively contribute to and 

significantly benefit from the transformation program – from strategy to execution. Alfabet 10.5 employs state-of-the-

art technologies such as AI-augmented analytics and conversational UI features including a feedback facility to 

extend portfolio management beyond the IT organization, promote greater stakeholder participation and maximize 

the user experience. It extends the Kanban board concept into the realm of demands and investments for demand 

lifecycle management. For Gartner clients, the new release provides a framework for feeding data from the Gartner 

Hype Cycle into Alfabet to be used in creating the technology innovation roadmap.  

• Enhanced AlfaBot Conversational User Interface (CUI): Use AlfaBot’s intelligent assistance to find and 

navigate to diagrams as well as a specific aspect of an object. Home in on what you’re looking for with newly 

added fuzzy logic and speak to AlfaBot with verbal instructions. 

• Alfabet Feedback Bot: Find out what delights your end users and where you need to fine-tune your Alfabet 

implementation with the new Alfabet Feedback Bot. Collect ratings, comments and questions on the precise 

view the user is employing. 

• Enhanced Portfolio Diagnostics: Get to the bottom of unhealthy portfolio behavior by using Alfabet’s AI-

enabled portfolio diagnostics now expanded for using references and roles. Follow through on required action for 

portfolio optimization by creating an ad hoc portfolio from the diagnostics results. 

• Demand-to-Investment Kanban Board:  Follow a demand from its inception to its realization with this single 

page, Kanban board-style view understanding the linkage between demand and investments along the way. 

• New Visualizations: Use the new Sunray diagram to show workstream paths towards a defined end goal. 

Create a representational view onto related quantitative date even with minimal screen real estate with the 

Bubble Cloud Chart. Understand proportions of objects belonging to a specific theme with the Percentage 

Distribution report. 

• Gartner Hype Cycle for Tech Innovation: Build your technology adoption roadmap by using the definitive 

source – the Gartner Hype Cycle - to feed assessments of new technologies enhanced with the impacted 

strategies, ideas and architecture of the organization. 

• Enhanced Data-driven Questionnaire: Enjoy greater flexibility in creating questionnaires, more meaningful 

results and change management of questionnaires used on a continuous basis with this significantly enhanced 

surveying facility. 

• Enhanced Job Scheduler: Have greater choice over what to schedule and more control over when to schedule 

jobs with this new feature. 

• Enhancements to Custom Diagrams: Enjoy more options in designing and editing diagrams to provide 

meaningful representations of your IT landscape.  

• New User Experience Capabilities: As with every release, Alfabet 10.5 offers many new features targeting 

easier product use and creating an attractive user interface. 
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Enhanced AlfaBot Conversational User Interface (CUI) 

The “AlfaBot” was introduced in release 10.4 to help Alfabet users in general tasks such as creating, 

editing and finding objects as well as navigating to configured reports. The Alfabet capability is based on 

natural language processing technology – or “NLP engine” – provided by the third-party component 

Dialogflow. Users can open the AlfaBot window and – using the keyboard or now voice in 10.5 - ask for 

help by typing in texts such as "Create an application", "Edit Trade*Net" or "Navigate me to a report". The 

AlfaBot responds by either servicing the request immediately, asking for more information to refine the 

search or by providing a list of objects matching the input. It then takes the user to the object’s profile or 

its cockpit, an editor or a report. 

In release 10.5, the scope of functionality has been extended and new mechanisms have been 

introduced to increase the quality of results based on the user input. The AlfaBot now navigates to 

diagrams as well as objects and reports. The user can do this by naming the master object, the diagram 

definition caption or diagram name. The AlfaBot also now navigates to an aspect of an object, e.g. the 

status report of a project or ART (Agile Release Train). The user can also request to edit an aspect in 

which case navigation will, e.g., lead to a wizard step or the relevant view in an object profile. The AlfaBot 

does these two actions by analyzing the subordinate views, reports, cockpits and wizards of the object in 

question. 

Using fuzzy logic capability, the AlfaBot can now look for objects, diagrams and reports using 

approximations to find the closest match to a text. The AlfaBot has been voice-enabled in release 10.5 

and can accept verbal instructions. To this end a voice service connection to Microsoft Azure must be 

established. The subscription comprises a training capability allowing the voice service to learn about the 

specific terminology used in the Alfabet model. Thus, the AlfaBot recognizes even proprietary content 

such as names of application, projects and organizations. 

A Dialogflow license must be purchased directly from Google to use the AlfaBot. A MIcrosoft Azure 

license must be purchased to use the voice-enablement. 

 

Figure 1: The AlfaBot is shown here in the bottom right-hand corner of the screen. The blue line with 
white marks indicates that it is taking verbal instructions. To speak to the AlfaBot, click on the microphone 
as shown in the inset on the left. Give your instructions, then hit “enter” to have the AlfaBot convert your 
instructions to text. 
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Alfabet Feedback Bot 
 
Alfabet release 10.5 introduces a “FeedbackBot” for users to communicate with the Alfabet administrative 
team. Users – if enabled - can provide immediate feedback to the context of the current view, be it a 
suggestion, comment or rating or ask for help from the internal Alfabet support team. The FeedbackBot 
notes the view that it is on and the user who is sending the feedback (optional for ratings and feedback). 
The Alfabet administrator can define the color, size and placement of the bot. 
 
Feedbacks can trigger events to, e.g., create issues in 3rd-party issue and change management systems 
such as Jira or ServiceNow. 
 
When a user provides feedback, an email is automatically sent to a user configured as responsible for the 
feedback. All feedback created is displayed in the new Feedback Review functionality that is accessible 
via an administrative user profile. The feedback can be systematically analyzed based on various filters 
such as feedback types, view type, base object, user profile, etc. to understand areas of improvement in 
the configuration of the Alfabet solution. 
 

 
 
 
Figure 2: Using the two feedback email templates provided, users can either ask for help from the Alfabet 
admin team or provide feedback for the current view. 
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Enhanced Portfolio Diagnostics 

Alfabet 10.5 introduced Portfolio Diagnostics using Software AG’s patent-pending augmented AI 

technology to provide users – especially those without prior knowledge of the details of the IT landscape - 

with an entry point to explore and understand which aspects of the IT architecture may require change. 

Portfolio diagnostic reports analyze all or a subset of relevant indicators and numeric property settings for 

a defined object class. The report scans indicators and measures for inconsistencies to point the user to 

objects with a high deviation from the company's standard. Users can drill down through report results for 

a deeper understanding of where problems exist in the IT architecture and identify where action is 

needed. 

In 10.5, Alfabet’s portfolio diagnostics has been enhanced to support string properties based on 

enumerations (aka: pick lists), references and roles thereby expanding the root cause analysis to aspects 

like technology used, correlation to organization and responsibility or critical skills. This lets the user 

refine analysis results e.g., “are the applications having the most incidents in-house built or vendor-

sourced?” Release 10.5 offers use of multiple-choice properties in addition to numerical values to identify 

the focus of interest. 

Once the object list resulting from the diagnostics is created, the user can build an ad hoc portfolio to 

continue analysis with Alfabet’s portfolio analysis capabilities and take appropriate measures. 

 

Figure 3: Once Alfabet’s portfolio diagnostics has found the objects in question, build a portfolio for 

further analysis to determine how to resolve portfolio issues. 
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Demand-to-Investment Kanban Board 
 
Alfabet 10.3 introduced the Kanban report to be used as a tool for agile development as well as the ability 
to use a Kanban type of approach for similar user interactions. In a matrix diagram, items can be moved 
from column to column, row to row or across several fields at once. References change automatically. It 
is also possible to add new items to the Kanban board. 
 
Release 10.5 enables the Kanban board to be used for demand lifecycle management by providing an 
overview of both demands and investments for any object that has a backlog to be managed (e.g. 
digitalized products and applications or projects). In a single view the status of both demands and 
investments can be managed, as well as the linkage between demands and investments, e.g., which 
ART is implementing which epic. Further, both demand and investments can be created from the view. 
 
Demands can be associated with an existing investment by dragging the demand and dropping it on the 
existing investment. If a demand must be assigned to an investment that doesn't exist, the user can drag 
the demand and drop it on the header of the investment Kanban board, which will open an editor to 
create the new investment. If a demand has an investment associated with it, an icon will be displayed for 
each investment on the demand. Likewise, if an investment has a demand associated with it, a demand 
icon will be displayed on the investment. In both of these cases, previews of the demands and 
investments can be opened via click-and-hold. 
 
The demand-to-investment Kanban Board enables demands to be more tightly embedded in the 
investment decisions to speed up the demand-to-investment process and to manage change from 
demand to investment seamlessly. A mainstay of Agile, the Kanban board increases efficiency in 
maintaining relationships and status assignment. 
 
 

New Visualizations 

The ability to convey information in a concise, yet informative and understandable manner is an essential 

value-add to an information powerhouse such as Alfabet. Each release delivers new reports and 

visualizations to be able to meet all stakeholders’ needs. Here are the new and enhanced visualizations 

delivered in Alfabet release 10.5: 

Sunray Diagram: The sunray diagram is a type of multi-level pie chart used to represent the proportion 

of different values found at each level in a hierarchy. It can be used to show the topics and timeframes of 

workstream paths or strategies towards a defined end goal. It is effective in communicating IT and 

business plans to improve alignment of business strategy and IT delivery. 

                                           

Figure 4: This Sunray diagram shows projects (yellow dots) in the context of the program they belong to 
and which phase they are in related to the end goal. 
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Bubble Cloud Chart: A bubble chart is a graphic representation in which a set of numeric quantities is 

represented by closely packed circles whose areas are proportional to the quantities. Bubble charts pack 

circles as tightly as possible to make efficient use of space and have become a popular method of 

displaying data.  

                                          

Figure 5: This Bubble Cloud Chart shows the number of business processes of the current business 
processes model according to the KPI “mean time between failure” (represented by the size of the 
bubble). 
 
Percentage Distribution Report: Show values in their proportional relationships to the whole with the 

percentage distribution report. This report is well-suited for guide views and cockpits. 

                      

Figure 6: The percentage distribution report displays a colored bar with the colors representing the KPIs, 

in this case percentage distribution across the top ten projects as defined by the number of affected 

artifacts. 
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Gartner Hype Cycle for Tech Innovation 
 

The Gartner hype cycle is a graphical presentation developed and used by Gartner to represent the 

maturity and adoption specific technologies over time. A hype cycle plots technologies pertaining to an IT 

industry topic through five phases on a Bezier curve - Technology Trigger, Peak of Inflated Expectations, 

Trough of Disillusionment, Slope of Enlightenment and Plateau of Productivity – also predicting the length 

of time it will take before a technology reaches the Plateau of Productivity. 

Gartner clients can syndicate Gartner Hype Cycle data into Alfabet to assess new technologies and 

decide on relevant categories for the technology roadmap. The data can be used to understand the 

timing of new technologies to plan adoption of those that could be transformational or differentiating for 

the organization. The data can be enhanced with the impacted strategies, ideas and architecture of the 

organization. Further, a process is implemented to transfer the Hype Cycle data to the innovation 

roadmap of the organization. 

 

Figure 7: Alfabet 10.5 enables use of the Gartner Hype Cycle to understand if new technologies can help 
differentiation and in what timeframe a technology can be expected to be mainstream. 

 
 
Enhanced Data-driven Questionnaire 

Alfabet 10.3 introduced data-driven questionnaires for surveys that need to contain a lot of questions 

(often a hundred or more) and when varied answer schemes are needed for the questions in the survey. 

This capability provides a structure for creating questions, a structure for creating answering schemes 

that are associated with the questions, and a mechanism for composing a questionnaire. Users can 

create pools of questions and then combine them into questionnaires. Using an assistant, a questionnaire 

is created by taking the desired pool - or pools - of questions, matching them with the desired with 

answer schemes (e.g. true/false, multiple choice, rating) and putting them into a questionnaire.  A 

campaign is then run to collect answers to the questionnaire. 

The data-driven questionnaire has been significantly enhanced in release 10.5 to include approval and 

sign-off management, score management, dependent questions, re-computation of scores via events, 

and versioning:  
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• Approval and sign-off ensures that answers to a survey are approved – if necessary – by other 

team members or a manager before submission. 

• Score management provides a framework for assigning scores and weightings to questions and 

answers as well as calculation formulas to arrive at a final score for a set of questions or the 

entire questionnaire. 

• Dependent questions allow the survey creator to define answer-dependent questions, i.e. 

whether subsequent questions are served up depending on the answer. 

• Re-computation of scores via events enables a re-computation of scores to be triggered by a 

wizard or workflow producing new answers to a question.  

• Many surveys change from their original version over time at the regular intervals they are issued 

or if there is a major change that needs to be considered in the survey. Versioning in release 

10.5 allows description of a succession of questions so that it is clear how a seemingly new 

question is related to a question in a previous survey. It is also possible to define whether the 

answer from a previous survey should be seeding the answer to the new, changed question, thus 

allowing the designer to reuse indicators, remove irrelevant indicators, and add new indicators as 

needed in the new version of the questionnaire. Using the new versioning feature, it is also 

possible to perform trend analysis on answers and scores. 

 

Enhanced Alfabet Job Scheduler 
 
The Alfabet Job Scheduler was introduced in Alfabet release 10.4 to provide Alfabet Cloud users the 
ability to manage their own integration schedules. Using the Alfabet Job Scheduler, the user defines 
which job needs to run, when it should run and how it should interact with related files. The job scheduler 
leverages Alfabet’s event management capabilities (introduced in Alfabet 10.2) to trigger the job 
scheduler when the next run is due and to inform the event manager of completed job execution to 
potentially trigger other activities. 
 
In release 10.5 this feature has been enhanced to support recurring tasks such as publications, indicator 
calculation, color rule execution and search index updating. It also caters to operational constraints by 
supporting definition of maintenance windows and job dependencies. 

 

 
 
Figure 8: The Alfabet Job Scheduler has been enhanced to support recurring tasks, for example, here for 
an indicator calculation. 
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Enhancements to Custom Diagrams 
 
A variety of enhancements have been made available for custom diagrams.  

 
Interactively change the layout of automatically generated diagrams to enhance the communicative 
powers of such visualizations. The layout of the report can be modified in the Alfabet Diagram Designer 
including changes to the size, alignment, coloring, and styling of the objects in the report. These user-
defined layout changes are reapplied to subsequent renderings of the same visualization even if there 
are data changes in the visualization.  

Pre-population of custom diagrams using rules. Various population rules can be defined, and users 
can select a rule to pre-populate the diagram with objects. 

Custom shapes in diagrams let you predefine your own shapes.  

Connection decorations: A multi-select combo box can be used to select from multiple different types of 

connections which can be added to diagrams based on custom diagram definitions. The user can select 

different attributes to display for different kind of connections. The solution designer can specify which 

attributes are available for which kind of connections in Alfabet Expand. The configuration is centrally 

done for all diagrams so that two diagrams showing the same type of connection will also show the same 

selection of decoration box attributes for the connections based on this connection type. 

 
 
Figure 9: The Custom Diagram facility has been enhanced with several options for easier creation of 
attractive and informative diagrams. 

 
 
New User Experience Capabilities 

 
Alfabet 10.5 provides many new features targeting easier product use: 
 
Embedding of analytics dashboards into guide views for viewing. 

The floating toolbar containing buttons to zoom or show the legend and is displayed in datasets and 
business graphics has been redesigned. Using the new Collapse and Expand buttons the user can 
minimize or maximize the amount of space the toolbar uses. 
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Enhancements to editors and wizards: The completeness of data in a wizard can be displayed in data 
quality widgets. Further, editors and wizards can now be resized to fit the full screen via a double-click 
action in the header of the editor/wizard, making it easier to work with large editors with multiple tabs. A 
double-click in the header of the maximized editor/wizard will return it to the default size and position. 
Additionally, secondary windows for wizards guide users during data capture and maintenance. 

Cockpits have been given a lighter appearance with more focus on individual elements. Further 
improvements include collapsible sections and automatic reduction of section height according to data 
amount. 

  

Figure 10: The new cockpit layout in 10.5 has a lighter look to it with more room around individual 
elements for better focus. 
 
Interactive filtering in datasets enables end users to filter content in any tabular view in Alfabet. This is 
a methodology commonly used in spreadsheet applications such as MS Excel.  Using the filters, the user 
can display only relevant data and hide entire rows that do not meet the filter criteria. Users can specify 
criteria for the filters such as Starts With, Contains, and Case-Sensitive. Additionally, the matching criteria 
can be displayed in a selector in the filter pop-up and the user can select one or more results to display in 
the dataset. 

 

Figure 11: Interactive filtering allows the user to reduce the amount of information shown to only what’s 
relevant for the question at hand. 


